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THE FOLLOWING IS AN EXTRACT FROM A SERMON BY THE RIGHT

REVEREND MONSIGNOR CANON HOWLETT AT WESTMINSTER CATHEDRAL

THIS MORNING:-

I have been asked by his Eminence, the Cardinal to specie from this pulpit

today on each of two important subjects.

The first is to express our whole-hearted response to the call to prayer

which His Majesty the icing has made to all his subjects in these days of national

crisis, We would like also to respectfully associate ourselves in the universal

expression of sympathy with His Majesty and the Royal Family in the sad loss which

the death of H.R.H. the Duke of Rent has occasioned.

The other important subject on which I want to say a few words here today is

about the Government’s appeal for the prevention end recovery of waste.

The Directorate of Salvage end Recovery. has been conducting a national

campaign throughout this country and has made startling revelations regarding the

alarming extent of wastage and the vital need for the salvage of these waste

products. The urgency end importance of this national appeal cannot be

exaggerated..

In peace time England was one of the most wasteful countries in, the world

because we had a superabundance of all raw materials. Today, the situation is

completely changed. Billions of tons of raw materials which were wasted ii the

past are now vitally needed.

Among these to mention a few ore hones, scrap metal of every kind, rubber,

paper, rags* The exigencies of war make shipping space less, and importation

dangerous for our merchant marines; yet we ere engaged in a world-war end every

battle wc have fought has been followed by insistent do;-land’s-:for more and wore,, for

heavier end heavier guns, tanks, planes and,,bombs. To supply these colossal demands,
salvage must cone iron our hone soirees.

"Han is the greatest waster in the world”, said the late Lord Leverhulme,

But habits of waste are difficult to overcome, A prompt and universal effort to

stop waste will supply all our vital war needs and in addition will create habits

of thrift whichmil be a boon and a blessing to future* generations. Meanwhile,
we at home have obvious duties to perform,

In a. word, we must do our bit at home, while our heroic forces face death for

us abroad. May the example of their splendid heroism inspire us all with a like

spirit of self-sacrifice and of loyalty to King and Country. Our cause is

undoubtedly a, just cause. Vie desire peace above all things but it must be "the

peace of God which surpasseth all understanding”, not peace which depends on

brute force, but peace which springs from the harmony of our natural state with the

grace and friendship of God,
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